
 

 
 

COMPLAINT NUMBER 16/432 

COMPLAINANT M Willey 

ADVERTISER Read Auckland  

ADVERTISEMENT Read Auckland website 

DATE OF MEETING 10 March 2017 

OUTCOME Settled 

 
 
Advertisement: The website advertisement for “Forbrain Headphones”, which is on the 
Read Auckland website, said “Forbrain Headphone Technology helps train the brain to be 
more effective”.  There was also a link to a video promoting the product. 
 
Complainant, M Willey, said:  I would like to complain about an advertisement in a New 
Zealand website that I think is misleading. It is an advertisement for a set of headphones 
called Forbrain. Claims are made about this product which I believe are unsubstantiated. In 
the advertisement the sentence Forbrain Headphone Technology trains the brain to be more 
effective. There is no supporting evidence offered for this claim. The advertisement is on this 
website: http://www.readauckland.co.nz/store/c5/Forbrain_Headphones.html The product is 
aimed at people who may be in need of genuine therapy and evidence-based support, and I 
believe the advertisement preys upon that need in an unscrupulous fashion.  In my view this 
targeting is unethical, and in contravention of Requirement 5 of the ASA code of practice. 
Many other claims are made for this product in a video which is linked to from this website. 
This is the URL of the video. 
http://www.readauckland.co.nz/uploads/5/8/4/8/58488223/forbrain.en.mp4 The video claims 
that the headphones offer simple and ethical solution to retrain your brain and thereby to 
enable you to communicate better improve your attention span, your concentration, your 
memory, your elocution and pronunciation. These claims cannot be substantiated. I believe 
the linked video contravenes standard R4.3 concerning scientific information. 
 
The Chair ruled the complaint was Settled. 
 
The relevant provisions were Code of Ethics - Basic Principle 4, Rule 2; Therapeutic 
and Health Advertising Code - Guideline 1(c), Guideline 2(a), Principle 1, Principle 2.  
 
In response to the complaint, the Advertiser agreed to change the wording on the website 
and remove the link to the video. 
 
The Chair noted the self-regulatory action taken by the Advertiser in amending the 
advertisement. The Chair said it would serve no further purpose to place the matter before 
the Complaints Board. The Chair ruled that the matter was settled. 
 
 
Chair’s Ruling: Complaint Settled 

 
 


